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In anticipation of today’s delights, I
arise promptly at 8 a.m. A glimmer of
Caribbean sunlight peeks through the white
wooden blinds. I snack on bran flakes for
breakfast, which provides energy on diving
days. My hubby snoozes in dreamland in
the king size white wicker bed with overstuffed pillows. As he emerges from his
slumber, I remind him we need to gather
our scuba gear.
Strategically arranged in black mesh
bags is our dive equipment. Placed on the
bottom are wetsuits and fins; on top primary gear is stacked. Russell grabs the bags
and we lumber down the flight of stairs
at the inn. Passing the pool we chuckle
when spotting the resident heron sipping
his morning beverage of chlorinated water!
Russell and I motor down to the boat dock
in the golf cart, noticing all the floral and
fauna of this beautiful island.
Dive shop owner Troy greets us
as we hop aboard his boat with our gear.
We introduce ourselves to Ray, another
diver.
The ride out to the first dive site,
The Edge, is a pleasant one. We pass Fisher Cay and Fowl Cay, both equally beautiful and unspoiled Bahamian treasures.
Chatting with Troy, we discover
he is the father of two beautiful girls and
proudly displays wallet-size photos for our
viewing. He hails from Nassau, Bahamas, and admits diving has always been
in his blood. From the tender age of 11,
he worked weekends in his grandmother’s
shop learning the business and becoming
skilled at what he enjoyed most. Troy is
a likeable guy with a ‘laid back” attitude
and gives his divers plenty of ‘island time’
to suit up and prepare for the day’s adventures.

Donning full gear and mask, I
navigate aft of the boat, slip into my teal
fins then jump giant stride formation off
the boat platform. Russell follows close
behind. My dive buddy of thirteen years
agrees to meet me on the sandy bottom.
Releasing the air in my buoyancy
compensator, I dive down headfirst like a
dolphin in a ballet with the sea. The water
temperature is a bath-like 82 degrees and

hellos. He stays close to our leader.
Within minutes, I observe an underwater signal from Troy for ‘shark’, (index finger and thumb in vertical position
on top of his head). Russell is pointing at
a seven foot Caribbean reef shark. A rush
of adrenalin fills my body. Mesmerized, I
think to myself, what a powerful creature.
The shark makes eye contact with me for
what seems like minutes, but is mere sec-

the visibility is exceptional. As the salty
ocean envelops my body, I continue the descent, remembering to clear my ears on the
way down by pinching my nose.
My depth gauge reads 46 feet as I
make eye contact with my life buddy on
the soft sea floor. A friendly grouper
greets Troy and maneuvers around the four
of us similar to a faithful dog declaring his

onds. Swimming gracefully towards us,
I notice his magnificence. As quickly as
he approaches, he darts away. We shake
ourselves out of a ‘shark coma’ and resume
the dive.
The friendly grouper brushes up
against me persuading me to pet him. I
stroke his body which feels like a slick
coating of oil and silk. He flaps his fins

several times enjoying the attention! The
grouper’s lips are plump and large – mimicking a woman with a recent botox injection!
Again, Troy gives us the hand
signal for ‘shark’. Russell is now repeatedly tugging on my buoyancy compensator
to get my attention. We recognize a tenfoot long black tip reef shark approximately 25 feet directly overhead. I position
the underwater camera and click a quick
photo. Troy signs by cupping his stomach,
then points to the sharks round belly. He
signals to ‘swim up’ and ‘snap a photo’.
Preferring to keep my distance, I shake my
head three times vehemently from side to
side.
Russell snatches the camera out of my
hand and fearlessly ascends upward. He is
eye to eye with her – as close as three feet
away, in her personal space. I look up,
and against all scuba rules, hold my breath.
I exhale…slow and deliberate. The two,
intrigued with each other, are suspended
neutrally buoyant. My husband passionately snaps the shark’s photo.
What a pretty girl…long and lean, as
she slips through the water in the company
of two bar jacks that give the appearance
of the Christian fish symbol, gliding near
her face. She has four slits above her dorsal fin for breathing and they sit in perfect
alignment with her eye. There are several
scars adjacent to her lower lip… a possible
fight with a predator… and a small gash
above her fins. She is gracious as well as
graceful. Her coloring is a hue of gray,
violet and silver with delicate tones of a
‘pale’ bruised yellow. The shark, beautiful as a dusky sunset over the ocean,
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